Following the trend of using mobile devices for healthcare, a 3D multiple mobile medical imaging system (3D MMMIS) for doctor's diagnosis and treatment was constructed through service science, management, engineering and design (SSMED) that can co-create the value between technology and humanity. Service experience engineering (SEE) methods were applied to a scenario of a doctors' consultation, which is a deliberation of two or more healthcare doctors about diagnosis or treatment in particular cases. Proof of service was processed to test the prototype of the 3D MMMIS to check the doctors' satisfaction with the innovative systems. Results show that doctors are satisfied with the 3D MMMIS. Conclusions suggested that the 3D MMMIS can be a helpful health technology for future healthcare.
Introduction
The potential for mobile devices to transform healthcare and clinical intervention in the healthcare industry is tremendous. Extensive reviews of the use of mobile phones and handheld computing devices in health and clinical practice can be found [1, 2] . Kaplan [3] highlighted the successful use of mobile devices to support telemedicine and remote healthcare in developing nations, with examples including their use in off-site medical diagnosis [4] . Studies assessing specific functionalities of mobile devices have recently featured in the literature, including a cloud service for dental care [5] [6] [7] , an examination of the use of onboard digital diaries in symptom research [8] and the use of short message service (SMS) text in the management of behavior change. Kailas et al. [9] claimed that there are already in excess of 7000 documented cases of smartphone health apps. Free et al. [1] highlight several key features that give advantages to the mobile phone over other information and communication technologies, including portability, continuous uninterrupted data stream and the capability through sufficient computing power to support multimedia software applications. Significant economic benefits have also been reported where mobile communication is employed in the provision of remote healthcare advice and telemedicine [10] .
However, the application of mobile devices to the 3D medical imaging field is still limited. Synchronization of 3D medical imaging on multiple devices is even rare. Most importantly, the 3D multiple mobile medical imaging system (MMMIS) is a solution for doctors' consultation of cases through their own mobile devices. Thus, this study does not just construct a health technology on engineering perspective, but also designs a service that can fulfill the requirements of doctors from the humanity perspective. There are many challenges to the development of the 3D MMMIS. User-oriented service is the most significant key to conquering all challenges. The mobile platform must be user-friendly, seamless and autonomous, in its operation, as well. System and service reliability is also an important issue; exact diagnosis and treatment are vital for some emergency cases. From an implementation point of view, the issues regarding the implementation of intelligent mechanisms in a mobile resource-limited device should also be considered. In order to close the gap between service-oriented requirements and technology-driven devices, service science, management, engineering and design (SSMED) was implemented for the 3D MMMIS to highlight the core of value co-creation through interdisciplinary collaboration. In practice, the present case study aims to demonstrate the process of the service design of the 3D MMMIS that can meet the requirements of doctors' diagnosis and treatment to show the potential of applying mobile devices and apps in the healthcare industry.
The present study was initiated from a perspective of service innovation in applying the technology of mobile devices and medical image processing for the consultation among doctors in a surgery or between a doctor and a patient in a clinic. Service experience engineering (SEE) was conducted to investigate the service requirements of doctors' usage of medical image processing through mobile devices. Service functions of the 3D MMMIS were extracted by the research team, and a prototype was developed to adjust the service system for doctors' satisfaction in consultation. Finally, proof of service was conducted for doctors' satisfaction of the 3D MMMIS for practical consultation. This study aims to apply modern information and communication technology (ICT) for our healthcare. For example, a doctor and a patient can use their own mobile devices to show a cascade of medical images through the 3D MMMIS to discuss the doctor's diagnosis and further treatment for the patient. Figure 1 gives an overview of this study.
Service Innovation on Mobile Medical Image Processing

Service Innovation
The term "service innovation" is defined as the service process from idea to specification [11, 12] . This definition of service innovation was formed from a narrow view of being concerned with the "idea generation" portion of the new service development process [13] to the entire process of service development [14] . The concept of service innovation has been raised by IBM as the goal of SSMED, which is the interdisciplinary study of service systems aiming to create a basis for systematic service innovation [15] . SSMED integrates diverse fields with an interdisciplinary approach not only to study the service in humanity factor, but also to develop the service systems in technology factor. Such an approach requires collaboration among different disciplines, government, academia and enterprises to achieve service innovation [16] . At the heart of SSMED is transferring and sharing resources within and among service systems through service design. Four categories of resources have been noted and examined, namely: (1) resources with rights (e.g., people and organizations); (2) resources as property (e.g., intellectual property); (3) physical entities (e.g., technology); and (4) socially-constructed entities (e.g., shared information) [17] . Spohrer and Maglio [15] explained that "entities within service systems exchange competence along at least four dimensions: information sharing, work-sharing, risk-sharing, and goods-sharing." They suggested that the key to understanding the exchange of resources within service systems could be found in the distribution of competences, such as knowledge and skills, among service systems. Understanding the value co-creation propositions that connect such systems is also essential. Applying the knowledge of SSMED can then co-create higher value through interdisciplinary collaboration in constructing service systems through service design. SSMED is an emerging discipline concerned with the evolution, interaction and reciprocal co-creation of value among service systems [18] . SSMED can foster the capability of systemic service innovation for industrial upgrading. Industrial value is created by reengineering business processes and the application of new technology based on a service-oriented value co-creation proposition. Value co-creation can be achieved by interdisciplinary collaboration among stakeholders in an integrated system. The present research aims to apply SSMED to deploy service innovations for the healthcare industry. We narrowed down the application to the healthcare devices, which is the 3D MMMIS for doctors, to fulfill the action philosophy of SSMED towards to service innovation for doctors' diagnosis function.
3D MMMIS-Explicit Related Works
In the 3D visualization field, virtual reality is already a widely-used technology to provide user 3D illusions, and the user can interact with 3D objects by wearing special design equipment. In immersion virtual reality, a user can see 3D scenes by wearing a head-mounted display or standing in a room with surrounding digital projections, as well as interact with 3D objects by wearing hand motion capture gloves or equipped with other devices that have sensors inside for motion detection. The pCubee was invented to combine 3D display and motion capture in one device [19] . However, the above technologies have three drawbacks. First, the hardware is expensive and difficult to reach. Second, the hardware is heavy. Third, a big room for display is needed. Mobility restraint limits the user to see 3D images anywhere anytime. Thus, the rapid development of mobile devices, equipped with various sensors, has been provided a solution for 3D visualization and interaction. As a result, in this study, we proposed to use mobile devices as our display and interaction devices.
Traditional visualization technique rendered 2D images to form the 3D object in two steps. First, construct the 3D model of the 3D object. The 3D model is created by a set of points in the 3D space, which are connected by geometric data, such as lines. Second, render the shape of 3D objects from 2D images according to the user's viewpoint. However, in some cases, cutting faces of objects are more valuable than shapes of objects. For example, in medical imaging, the cutting face of the body is more important than the appearance of the body. Therefore, we propose a multi-plane 3D display system that employs a novel rendering method for constructing cutting faces of a 3D object via multiple handheld devices. Computed tomography image was applied as a 3D image source in the present study. Magnetic sensor data and the accelerometer data were used to obtain the orientation and to compute the cutting faces for displaying on mobile devices. We developed multiple handheld devices that can interact with each other and cooperate to see cutting faces at different positions in 3D objects.
Nowadays, a variety of sensors, including accelerometers, orientation sensors and gyroscope sensors, has become basic equipment in mobile devices; therefore, many works take advantage of different sensors to generate various 3D interaction commands to manipulate the 3D object or change user's point of view. For instance, Chittaro and Ranon [20] used an accelerometer to manipulate the 3D molecular model. They provide a system that they can rotate the 3D molecular model by leaning a mobile device and change viewing location by moving a mobile device. The accelerometer in the system will detect the leaning direction and rotate the molecular model in the same direction. Hürst and Helder [21] provided two visualization concepts and used different sensors for each concept. One was shoebox visualization, and the other was fixed world visualization. In the shoebox visualization concept, graphics were changed based on the accelerometer to create an illusion of a box attached to the mobile device. On the other hand, in the fixed world visualization concept, graphics were changed based on the orientation sensor to create an illusion of a box surrounding the user. Moreover, they also provided touch methods to navigate or select objects in the scene. Hansen, et al. [22] used the orientation sensor in the mobile device acting like a controller when a user wants to navigate in the virtual reality environment on a large display; they can tilt the phone for viewpoint transforming. The tilting is detected by the orientation sensor. In addition, they also designed touch interactions to control avatar moving and viewing camera zooming. Geen and Krakauer [23] used mobile devices as controllers to manipulate 3D objects shown on a large display. They used the gyroscope sensor to detect moving and rotating for users to move and rotate objects. However, user's point of view can be speculated not only by utilizing sensors' information, but also by face tracking. Thus, Francone and Nigay [24] computed the position of the device according to the user's head and use it to control the viewpoint on a 3D scene. However, the 360 degrees of the scene can be seen only when using sensors. Studies about the 3D visualization are increasing; however, they mainly focus on one mobile device. Limited works discuss applying more than one mobile device for the 3D visualization.
Some studies develop information sharing systems for which the user can interchange information among mobile devices and public displays through interaction methods. Francone and Nigay [24] allow users to interchange digital information among their portable computers, table and wall displays, as well as other physical objects through hyper-dragging. A proposed interaction technique of hyper-dragging is that users can easily share information like a picture or video by using a cursor to drag them to the physical place where they want to upload the information [25] . As a result, tables and walls can be seen as a spatially-continuous extension of personal portable computers. Their work has an embedded infrastructure including an embedded control surface and two embedded displays. They provided a collaborative workspace that users can connect their personal mobile devices with the workspace through a network and share information or their personal screen with others by manipulating the control surface. Butler et al. [26] proposed a pairing method to solve the problem of identifying who is interacting with a multi-user interactive touch display in a multiple mobile device situation. They use a depth camera to track user position and associate each mobile device with a particular user by analyzing accelerometer data on the mobile device. Then, body tracking and touch contact positions are compared to associate a touch contact with a specific user. After these identification processes, users can interchange information among personal mobile devices and the public touch screen. Kray et al. [27] investigated whether gesturing with a mobile phone can help to perform complex tasks involving two devices, and recommended several possible techniques for gesture recognition; for example, measuring the signal strengths or runtime differences between signals to estimate the distance between mobile devices and using this to recognize devices' approaching or pulling away gestures. Hinckley [28] provided a different gesture recognition method to recognize bumping between mobile devices. Users can tile together the displays of multiple tablets just by physically bumping a tablet into another one lying flat on a desk. The tiling is detected by an accelerometer. However, studies about the interaction between mobile devices have not been concerned with the 3D visualization and the 3D interaction in their works. Thus, this study aims to fill the gaps mentioned above.
Methodology
Scenario
The 3D MMMIS is a new mobile app specifically designed for doctors to facilitate consultation or communication for healthcare purpose. Doctors can setup the 3DMMMIS on their smartphones or other mobile devices when discussing and making a diagnosis with other doctors, namely doctors' consultation. According to this scenario, we offer the solution of the 3D MMMIS through interdisciplinary collaboration from different files. The research team was formed by 3 doctors in the fields of family medicine and dentistry and 3 researchers in the fields of computer science and service science. Thirty doctors joined as volunteers for proof of service in a hospital of the T University, a flagship public University in Taiwan, at the final stage of this study. The interdisciplinary collaboration took actions to implement the core of service science, value co-creation, through constructing the 3D MMMIS of medical innovation for human's wellness. 
SEE
The activism of SSMED can be implemented through service experience engineering (SEE) methodology ( Figure 1 ) [29] . For example, several integrated service systems have been constructed through SEE to offer service innovations [6, 7, 16, 30] . The current research applied an experimental design to determine the service of the 3DMMMIS through SEE, which is a potentially useful and easy to implement technique from user experiences for developing new services that really satisfy users. SEE methods were conducted through a two-stage process to design the services of the 3D MMMIS that satisfy the requirements of users, such as doctors and patients. The first stage was service experience inquiry, which obtains insights into the needs of users. The second stage was service design, which comprises quality function deployment (QFD), service blueprint and service resource support, to improve the service of the 3D MMMIS [6, 7, 16, 30] . The service-oriented contents are value co-creation systems that can be performed by these two stages. design, which comprises quality function deployment (QFD), service blueprint and service resource support, to improve the service of the 3D MMMIS [6, 7, 16, 30] . The service-oriented contents are value co-creation systems that can be performed by these two stages. 
Service Experience Inquiry
The first stage of service experience inquiry applies qualitative research methods to explore the perceived requirements of users when designing the 3D MMMIS. The process involves service requirement inquiry, contextual inquiry, as well as service opportunities and deployment. These methods are the user-centered design of the ethnographic research method to focus on problem identification and action implementation. The inquiry interview is structured as a one-on-one interaction in which researchers observe users undertaking their normal activities and discuss their actions when designing the 3D MMIS. Service problems can be found and solved during this process. Service requirement discovery is then used to develop every possible service opportunity. Brainstorming is performed frequently to create new ideas. A cause and effect chart is constructed to integrate comprehensive insights into the value of users in large data and to include creative ideas to capture validated items and service requirements of service design for the next stage of research [6, 7, 16] .
Service Design
The second stage of the service design is conducted after the first stage of service experience inquiry. Researchers list and analyze service contents by QFD, followed by backup systems of service blueprint and service resource support to identify the service contents and to implement the service system of the 3D MMMIS. The processes of the service design are conducted through three methods. First, QFD: QFD reveals the relationship among service requirements, functions and thresholds that facilitate communication during the service design period. QFD is demonstrated as a foundation to reveal the actual needs of users. Second, service blueprint: The service blueprint offers a systematic view to the service providers that can lead to the type of experimentation and management necessary for service innovation and development [31] . A mutual involvement design process helps service providers and receivers to experience and adjust service contents to the actual requirements in the 
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Service Design
The second stage of the service design is conducted after the first stage of service experience inquiry. Researchers list and analyze service contents by QFD, followed by backup systems of service blueprint and service resource support to identify the service contents and to implement the service system of the 3D MMMIS. The processes of the service design are conducted through three methods. First, QFD: QFD reveals the relationship among service requirements, functions and thresholds that facilitate communication during the service design period. QFD is demonstrated as a foundation to reveal the actual needs of users. Second, service blueprint: The service blueprint offers a systematic view to the service providers that can lead to the type of experimentation and management necessary for service innovation and development [31] . A mutual involvement design process helps service providers and receivers to experience and adjust service contents to the actual requirements in the 3D MMMIS. A service blueprint is a technique used for service interactions. This method highlights processes within a system and divides service processes into different components. These components are separated by end users, onstage, backstage and support processes to clarify the responsibilities and designated resources for the different interfaces of the system. Third, service resource support: Service resources were provided to implement the services in the QFD and the processes in the service blueprint of the 3D MMMIS. Resources of hardware and software, as well as academic and practical organizations, were used to back up the operating function of the 3D MMMIS [6, 7, 16, 30] . Service modeling followed the results of SEE results and constructed a service prototype to test the performance of the 3D MMMIS.
Service Modelling
Service modelling concluded the results of SEE methods that were used to construct the service prototype of the 3D MMMIS. Figure 2 indicates that users have 6 service requirements, which were listed in the QFD to obtain suggestions for the 3D MMMIS. Three service functions were chosen to develop the 3D MMMIS with unique service thresholds and competitive advantages. Each combination of service user and provider requirement is considered in turn by the QFD team. Research team members and users joined together to identify if the interrelationships of QFD elements were significant [32] . Service functions were integrated as positive correlation signs at the top of the QFD. Correlations of service requirements and service functions are indicated by the numbers in the middle of the matrix. Number 5 indicates the strongest correlation. This study found that service demand and supply should be fulfilled when the strongest correlation was indicated in QFD, such that the service design and prototype of the 3D MMIS could be implemented with good quality. The semantic context of the analysis is the delivery of the right service to address the real needs of users in service systems. Based on QFD, the service opportunities appear from the strong requirements of users. We found that six service requirements of the 3D medical imaging, medical image processing, mobile device app, consultation, communication and doctor-patient relationship were essential for users. We concluded that 3 service functions of the 3D medical imaging, mobile app and cloud platform can be provided to fulfil the service requirements with service thresholds of multiple devices, user experience (UX) and cloud computing. Compared to functions working on PC, the 3D MMMIS performed better on the requirements of the 3D medical imaging, mobile device app, consultation and commutation. The requirement of medical image processing cannot satisfy users mainly because the bandwidth and throughput performance are still working better on a PC.
The service blueprint ( Figure 3 ) illustrates the interactions among layers of the user, onstage, backstage and support process. The service blueprint enabled the research team to test the service concept on paper before service prototypes were made. The blueprint facilitated problem solving and creative thinking by identifying the potential points of failure and highlighting the opportunities to enhance user perceptions of the service. Corresponding to the QFD and service blueprint, service resources assure that service design can be implemented to construct the 3D MMMIS. The contribution of the present study is the application of SEE to the 3D MMMIS for medical service innovation that consequently enlarges the activism of service design to a better quality of healthcare [6, 16, 30] .
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Results
The Practical Result: Construction of the 3D MMMIS
Comparing to the existing medium, we present a novel method to interact with the 3D object using handheld devices. The 3D object is placed in front of users as a virtual 3D image in the air, and users can use handheld devices, such as tablet personal computers or smartphones, to interact with them and see cutting faces. As shown in Figure 4 , we use a 3D human head as an example, and we have a tablet and two smartphones in our environment. First, the user can use a tablet put on a desk to see a horizontal cutting face of the human head and then use another handheld device, a smart phone ( Figure 4② ), standing on the tablet to see a vertical cutting face relative to the cutting face on the tablet by obtaining the location on the tablet's screen. After that, the user can also use another smartphone ( Figure 4③ ) to see other cutting faces with the location obtained from Smartphone 1 and with different geographical orientations. System-adapted HTC phones and a tablet with the Android operating system, HTC, New Taipei City, Taiwan, were capable of image processing and wireless 
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The Practical Result: Construction of the 3D MMMIS
Comparing to the existing medium, we present a novel method to interact with the 3D object using handheld devices. The 3D object is placed in front of users as a virtual 3D image in the air, and users can use handheld devices, such as tablet personal computers or smartphones, to interact with them and see cutting faces. As shown in Figure 4 , we use a 3D human head as an example, and we have a tablet and two smartphones in our environment. First, the user can use a tablet put on a desk to see a horizontal cutting face of the human head and then use another handheld device, a smart phone (Figure 4 2 ), standing on the tablet to see a vertical cutting face relative to the cutting face on the tablet by obtaining the location on the tablet's screen. After that, the user can also use another smartphone (Figure 4 3 ) to see other cutting faces with the location obtained from Smartphone 1 and with different geographical orientations. System-adapted HTC phones and a tablet with the Android operating system, HTC, New Taipei City, Taiwan, were capable of image processing and wireless streaming. Key specifications for image processing were as follows: the CPU was Quad-core 2.3 GHz; the display was a Super LCD3 capacitive touchscreen, 16 M colors. The network latency was set as the data rate per stream up to 866.7(Mbit/s) for the experiments in this study.
To achieve the novel 3D visualization and interaction with the 3D image via multiple handheld devices, we proposed a multi-plane 3D display system. Figure 5 shows our system architecture. Our system employs basic client-server architecture. The server side contains a server ( Figure 5 a ) and a database (Figure 5 b ) . The server is responsible for all computing work, including processing raw data of the 3D object, constructing cutting faces and cutting faces' location computation. The other component of the server side, the database, stores the raw data of the 3D image, bookmarks and annotations. On the other hand, the client side is a tablet PC (Figure 5 (AP; Figure 5ⓒ ) and communicate with our server. Mobile devices used on the client side are responsible for motion capture to detect the orientation of cutting faces and the cutting faces' location obtainment and provides a user interface for displaying cutting faces and commands' input, such as requesting a cutting face. According to the hardware architecture, the software architecture of our system consists of two parts. One part is the server platform, and the other part is the client platform. Each platform is divided into three layers, including the hardware layer, middleware layer and application layer. For According to the hardware architecture, the software architecture of our system consists of two parts. One part is the server platform, and the other part is the client platform. Each platform is divided into three layers, including the hardware layer, middleware layer and application layer. For the clarity of the software architecture, the modules in different layers are in different colors. Modules in the hardware layer are in blue, in the middleware layer are in orange and in application layer are in blue-green. The software architecture of the server platform is shown in Figure 6 . In our system, we provide three major functionalities, including rendering cutting faces, locating cutting faces, storing cutting faces as bookmarks and annotating on cutting faces, and according to the order, these functionalities are implemented by the "cutting face rendering" module, the "localization" module and the "bookmark and annotation" module in the application layer. Regarding the middleware layer, the "data loading" module will load in the raw data of the 3D object from the database and construct the 3D image for the use of rendering cutting faces. For example, in the medical image case, 2D medical images are stored in the database, and the "data loading" module will load the images and construct the 3D medical imaging at start-up of the system. In the hardware layer, the "Wi-Fi" module is in charge of client connections' establishment and maintenance, as well as network communication, including request acceptance and corresponding response sending. More specifically, the "Wi-Fi" module will classify the requests sent from the client and forward them to the appropriate application module for further handling, as well as send back the result in response. For instance, the client may send a request to ask for the cutting face, then the "Wi-Fi" module will forward the request the "cutting face rendering" module and send back the cutting face to the client after rendering. the clarity of the software architecture, the modules in different layers are in different colors. Modules in the hardware layer are in blue, in the middleware layer are in orange and in application layer are in blue-green. The software architecture of the server platform is shown in Figure 6 . In our system, we provide three major functionalities, including rendering cutting faces, locating cutting faces, storing cutting faces as bookmarks and annotating on cutting faces, and according to the order, these functionalities are implemented by the "cutting face rendering" module, the "localization" module and the "bookmark and annotation" module in the application layer. Regarding the middleware layer, the "data loading" module will load in the raw data of the 3D object from the database and construct the 3D image for the use of rendering cutting faces. For example, in the medical image case, 2D medical images are stored in the database, and the "data loading" module will load the images and construct the 3D medical imaging at start-up of the system. In the hardware layer, the "Wi-Fi" module is in charge of client connections' establishment and maintenance, as well as network communication, including request acceptance and corresponding response sending. More specifically, the "Wi-Fi" module will classify the requests sent from the client and forward them to the appropriate application module for further handling, as well as send back the result in response.
For instance, the client may send a request to ask for the cutting face, then the "Wi-Fi" module will forward the request the "cutting face rendering" module and send back the cutting face to the client after rendering. The diagram of the client platform is shown in Figure 7 . We provide the user a graphical user interface for the display of not only the cutting face, but also a map of the cutting face and other control inputs, such as requests for bookmarks or commands of storing annotations. As a result, in the application layer, we implement a "user interface" module that contains three sub-modules. One The diagram of the client platform is shown in Figure 7 . We provide the user a graphical user interface for the display of not only the cutting face, but also a map of the cutting face and other control inputs, such as requests for bookmarks or commands of storing annotations. As a result, in the application layer, we implement a "user interface" module that contains three sub-modules. One is the "mini map" module, which is in charge of updating the map of the cutting face when the orientation or location changes. The second is the "cutting face display" module, which is in charge of updating the cutting face image sent from the server. The third is the "bookmark and annotation" module, which handles the input commands of storing and retrieving for bookmarks or annotations, sends it to the server and then displays the corresponding results, such as the bookmark list sent from the server. Another application module, the "localization" module, manages localization events when the user wants to locate or relocate cutting faces. According to different localization methods, the "localization" module will acquire different formats of location inputs from the middleware layer or hardware layer and convert it into one mutual format, then send it to the server for location computing. The "QR code recognition" module in the middleware layer is only used when the user chooses the barcode-based localization method to the cutting faces, and it is in charge of decoding the quick response code image captured by the camera and then forwarding the decoded location information to the localization module. Another the middleware module, the "orientation" module, is responsible for computing the new rotation matrix when the orientation changes and pass it to the "mini map" module to update the map of the cutting face. In the meantime, the "orientation" module will send the rotation matrix to the server for acquiring the new cutting face. In the hardware layer, the combination of the triaxial accelerometer and magnetic sensor can detect the changes of orientation and pass the orientation angles of the handheld device to the upper layer for further processing. The "Wi-Fi" module builds the connection with the server at the start-up of the client program and is responsible for sending requests to the server and receiving a corresponding response from the server. The "touchscreen" module senses the user's touch and forwards the touch coordinates to different upper layer modules according to different purposes. The last hardware layer module, the "camera" module, is used when the user wants to capture QR code images. processing. The "Wi-Fi" module builds the connection with the server at the start-up of the client program and is responsible for sending requests to the server and receiving a corresponding response from the server. The "touchscreen" module senses the user's touch and forwards the touch coordinates to different upper layer modules according to different purposes. The last hardware layer module, the "camera" module, is used when the user wants to capture QR code images.
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User Interface In our system, we are not doing traditional 3D rendering that converts 3D models to 2D images; instead, we propose a special rendering method to construct the cutting faces of the 3D image. In the next paragraph of "cutting face construction", we will give a definition of a cutting face and introduce our crucial rendering method executed by rendering the cutting face module. Besides, according to our scenario, the user can see cutting faces with different orientation angles by putting handheld devices in different geographical orientations, but there exists an orientation issue, so we proposed two orientation control methods to solve it.
For clarity of cutting face construction, first, we give the definition of a cutting face. A cutting face S i is constructed by two vectors u і ⃑⃑⃑ and v і ⃑⃑ and their start point o і ⃑⃑⃑ where u і ⃑⃑⃑ T v і ⃑⃑ = 0, |u і ⃑⃑⃑ | = 1, |v і ⃑⃑ | = 1 and o і ⃑⃑⃑ is the center of the cutting face, which also represents the location of the cutting face. Besides, the observer's optical direction is orthogonal to both u і ⃑⃑⃑ and v і ⃑⃑ . As shown in Figure 8 , continuing with using the 3D human head as example, S 1 and S 2 are cutting faces with different orientations and locations. Second, we give the definition of the 3D object. The 3D object is composed In our system, we are not doing traditional 3D rendering that converts 3D models to 2D images; instead, we propose a special rendering method to construct the cutting faces of the 3D image. In the next paragraph of "cutting face construction", we will give a definition of a cutting face and introduce our crucial rendering method executed by rendering the cutting face module. Besides, according to our scenario, the user can see cutting faces with different orientation angles by putting handheld devices in different geographical orientations, but there exists an orientation issue, so we proposed two orientation control methods to solve it. and o i is the center of the cutting face, which also represents the location of the cutting face. Besides, the observer's optical direction is orthogonal to both u i and v i . As shown in Figure 8 , continuing with using the 3D human head as example, S 1 and S 2 are cutting faces with different orientations and locations. Second, we give the definition of the 3D object. The 3D object is composed of pixels, so we consider it as a pixel matrix, termed Set (O), and we define that the 3D object is in the Earth coordinate system; therefore, each pixel of the 3D object has its exact location p in Earth coordinates, which are represented by a row vector, i.e., p = [x y z].
In our system, we are not doing traditional 3D rendering that converts 3D models to 2D images; instead, we propose a special rendering method to construct the cutting faces of the 3D image. In the next paragraph of "cutting face construction", we will give a definition of a cutting face and introduce our crucial rendering method executed by rendering the cutting face module. Besides, according to our scenario, the user can see cutting faces with different orientation angles by putting handheld devices in different geographical orientations, but there exists an orientation issue, so we proposed two orientation control methods to solve it.
For clarity of cutting face construction, first, we give the definition of a cutting face. A cutting face S i is constructed by two vectors u і ⃑⃑⃑ and v і ⃑⃑ and their start point o і ⃑⃑⃑ where u і ⃑⃑⃑ T v і ⃑⃑ = 0, |u і ⃑⃑⃑ | = 1, |v і ⃑⃑ | = 1 and o і ⃑⃑⃑ is the center of the cutting face, which also represents the location of the cutting face. Besides, the observer's optical direction is orthogonal to both u і ⃑⃑⃑ and v і ⃑⃑ . As shown in Figure 8 , continuing with using the 3D human head as example, S 1 and S 2 are cutting faces with different orientations and locations. Second, we give the definition of the 3D object. The 3D object is composed of pixels, so we consider it as a pixel matrix, termed Set (O), and we define that the 3D object is in the Earth coordinate system; therefore, each pixel of the 3D object has its exact location p ⃑ in Earth coordinates, which are represented by a row vector, i.e., p ⃑ = [x y z]. For cutting faces, we are required to find all pixels' location of the cutting face in the 3D object cube to construct the 2D image. To achieve this goal, we can calculate each pixel's location p of the cutting face by a simple formula:
where k u and k v are integer scale factors, which are responsible for controlling and identifying which pixel of the cutting face is currently calculated. For cutting faces, we are required to find all pixels' location of the cutting face in the 3D object cube to construct the 2D image. To achieve this goal, we can calculate each pixel's location p ⃑ of the cutting face by a simple formula:
where k u and k v are integer scale factors, which are responsible for controlling and identifying which pixel of the cutting face is currently calculated. In our design of orientation control methods, the user can see any cutting face in any orientation by putting the handheld device in the user-interested geographical orientation. Therefore, users are able to see cutting faces in 360 degrees by rotating handheld devices about any axis, but if we consider the limitation of hardware ability that handheld devices do not have a monitor in the back face, we can easily find out that seeing cutting faces in 360 degrees without moving our head or body is not W pixels H pixels Figure 9 . Example of calculating the pixel's location.
In our design of orientation control methods, the user can see any cutting face in any orientation by putting the handheld device in the user-interested geographical orientation. Therefore, users are able to see cutting faces in 360 degrees by rotating handheld devices about any axis, but if we consider the limitation of hardware ability that handheld devices do not have a monitor in the back face, we can easily find out that seeing cutting faces in 360 degrees without moving our head or body is not possible. Hence, we designed two control modes to solve this problem, and users can switch between these two modes according to their preference. The first mode is "absolute orientation mode"; the orientation angles of cutting faces follow the geographic orientations of handheld devices. The geographic orientations are detected by combining an embedded magnetic sensor and a triaxial accelerometer sensor, so users can simply rotate handheld devices to a preferred orientation, as shown in Figure 8 . The second mode is "relative orientation mode"; users can rotate handheld devices along the x-axis or y-axis of handheld devices, and once the rotation and the rotated axis are detected by the embedded triaxial accelerometer sensor, the orientation angle will slowly increase or decrease by δ degrees along the rotated axis depending on the rotation direction, as shown in Figure 10 . The advantage of this mode is that when the user finds that the monitor's viewing angle is not comfortable, the user can switch from "absolute orientation mode" to "relative orientation mode" instead of moving his/her head or body to adapt to the monitor. The means to obtain u ⃑ and v ⃑ defined in the previous section depend on orientation modes. In absolute orientation mode, embedded sensors including a magnetic sensor and a triaxial accelerometer sensor will give rotation angles α(roll), β(pitch) and γ(yaw), when the sensors detect that the handheld devices are rotated. Then, the orientation module will compute a rotation matrix according to the information of rotation angles. The rotation matrix is listed below: 
The first column is the transposed vector of u ⃑ , and the second column is the transposed vector of v ⃑ . Differently, in relative orientation mode, the embedded triaxial accelerometer sensor will give gravity values in three axes, and we can analyze the measured value to obtain the information about the axis about which the handheld device is rotating. Then, we increase or decrease the rotation angle of the cutting face manually by δ degrees per time unit along the detected rotation axis. Below is the formula for computing the rotation matrix: The means to obtain u and v defined in the previous section depend on orientation modes. In absolute orientation mode, embedded sensors including a magnetic sensor and a triaxial accelerometer sensor will give rotation angles α(roll), β(pitch) and γ(yaw), when the sensors detect that the handheld devices are rotated. Then, the orientation module will compute a rotation matrix according to the information of rotation angles. The rotation matrix is listed below:
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The first column is the transposed vector of u , and the second column is the transposed vector of v . Differently, in relative orientation mode, the embedded triaxial accelerometer sensor will give gravity values in three axes, and we can analyze the measured value to obtain the information about the axis about which the handheld device is rotating. Then, we increase or decrease the rotation angle of the cutting face manually by δ degrees per time unit along the detected rotation axis. Below is the formula for computing the rotation matrix:
where t represents time and R d is the rotation matrix that rotates the cutting face by δ degrees per time unit. The first column of R t xyz is the transposed vector of u , and the second column of R t xyz is the transposed vector of v .
In contrast with obtaining u and v , the means of obtaining o are the same in two modes. We provide two localization methods, which will be introduced in next section, to obtain o .
The methods introduced above are all about how to render cutting faces, but the location of cutting faces is just as important as the rendering of cutting faces. Therefore, we provide two localization methods, the touch-based localization method and the barcode-based localization method, to locate cutting faces and one relocation method to relocate cutting faces after applying localization methods. All methods introduced in this section are implemented by cooperation of localization modules in both the client and server sides.
Basically, the user just has to touch the location he/she wants to the new cutting face on one handheld device, such as a tablet, and the new cutting face will show on the screen of another handheld device, such as a smartphone, as shown in Figure 11 . However, in a more than two handheld devices environment, there exist some identification issues. When we have more than two handheld devices in our environment, we have to identify the locating handheld device, which will show the new cutting face, and the to be-located handheld device, which is responsible for providing a location. Therefore, we provide an identification scheme to identify and pair these two handheld devices. We use a figure to illustrate the operations of the touch-based localization method with the identification phase. In Figure 12 , we have a server that is in charge of constructing cutting faces, one tablet, d 1 , for location selection and one smartphone, d 2 , for showing the cutting face with the location obtained from the tablet. First, the user touches d 1 to select and send the new location to the server. In the meantime, the user touches the synchronization button on d 2 to send a synchronization signal to the server. Then, the server will record timestamps when it receives the location and synchronization signal. After that, the server will compare the timestamps to see whether they are synchronous, and if they are synchronous, the computing server will construct the new cutting face with the new location and send it back to the smartphone. The barcode-based localization method is designed for the condition that the user has handheld devices in both hands, so the touch-based localization method is not convenient for the user. Considering this situation, we provide a method that utilizes the image recognition technique to recognize the location by capturing an image on the screen. At the beginning, we want to do pixel level localization as the touch-based localization method does, but due to the limitation of technology that the processing time of the arbitrary image recognition without geometric pattern matching is too long, we finally determined to employ the 2D code, quick response code, as our solution. The quick response code has three main advantages. The first advantage is that it can directly encode any literal information, like location information inside codes, so that we can save the time of doing additional data access. The second advantage is that decoding quick response codes only takes a little bit of time that it is almost a real-time action. The last advantage is that we can generate any size of quick response code according to our preference. The third advantage allows us to generate small quick response codes, so that we can use more codes to represent locations on the screen, and this makes the accuracy of location more acceptable.
The main idea of the barcode-based localization method is that we will show quick response codes on screen, and each quick response code represents one location. Then, the user can use the camera to capture the quick response codes on screen, and by employing the image recognition technique, we can get locations after decoding quick response codes. However, the barcode-based localization method also has an identification issue as the touch-based localization method does. As a result, we provide a barcode version identification scheme to solve this problem, as shown in Figure 13 . In the figure, we have a server that is in charge of constructing cutting faces, one tablet, d 1 , for location selection, and one smartphone, d 2 , for showing the cutting face with the location obtained from the tablet. First, before the localization phase, the user should use the camera on d 2 to capture the ID quick response code on the screen of d 1 . Then, d 2 will send the decoded ID to the server for pairing. The server will pair d 1 and d 2 . After that, each time when the user wants to get the location by using d 2 , our system will know that the location is supposed to come from d 1 .
Regarding localization, we use another figure to illustrate the detail of localization operations. As shown in Figure 14 , first, d 2 will send a start signal to the server, and then, the server will forward the start signal to d 1 for notifying d 1 to open the quick response code map. Then, the user can use the camera on d 1 to capture the quick response code on the interested location and sends it to the server. After getting the location, the server can construct a new cutting face with the new location and send it back to d 2 , and in the meantime, the server will send a finish signal to notify d 1 to close the quick response code map. Then, a complete localization is accomplished. a result, we provide a barcode version identification scheme to solve this problem, as shown in Figure 13 . Regarding localization, we use another figure to illustrate the detail of localization operations. As shown in Figure 14 , first, d2 will send a start signal to the server, and then, the server will forward the start signal to d1 for notifying d1 to open the quick response code map. Then, the user can use the camera on d1 to capture the quick response code on the interested location and sends it to the server. After getting the location, the server can construct a new cutting face with the new location and send it back to d2, and in the meantime, the server will send a finish signal to notify d1 to close the quick response code map. Then, a complete localization is accomplished. In our system, the location sent from d2 to the server only represents the location on screen, but does not represent the location on the cutting face. Hence, we need to map the location on the screen to the location on the cutting face. Below, we will introduce our mapping method. Figure 15 shows the layout of quick response codes on the screen. The total number of quick response codes depends on the dimension of the cutting face. We will calculate the ratio of the cutting face's height and width and then estimate the number of quick response codes. In Figure 13 , we assume that the cutting face is M pixels in width and N pixels in height, and it can afford m quick response codes in a row and n quick response codes in a column. Furthermore, we give each quick response code an ID to distinguish them. The ID is represented by the combination of the quick response code's position in the x-axis and y-axis of the map, i.e., ID = (Q x , Q y ). For example, in Figure 15 , the quick response code on the bottom right of the screen has an ID = (m, n). The basic idea of our mapping method is that we overlap the quick response code map and the cutting face, and the pixel point, P(P x , P y ), which exactly mapped to the center of quick response code, is the location that the quick response code represents. The pixel point's location on the cutting face, P(P x , P y ), can be calculated by the following equations: In our system, the location sent from d 2 to the server only represents the location on screen, but does not represent the location on the cutting face. Hence, we need to map the location on the screen to the location on the cutting face. Below, we will introduce our mapping method. Figure 15 shows the layout of quick response codes on the screen. The total number of quick response codes depends on the dimension of the cutting face. We will calculate the ratio of the cutting face's height and width and then estimate the number of quick response codes. In Figure 13 , we assume that the cutting face is M pixels in width and N pixels in height, and it can afford m quick response codes in a row and n quick response codes in a column. Furthermore, we give each quick response code an ID to distinguish them. The ID is represented by the combination of the quick response code's position in the x-axis and y-axis of the map, i.e., ID = Q x , Q y . For example, in Figure 15 , the quick response code on the bottom right of the screen has an ID = (m, n). The basic idea of our mapping method is that we overlap the quick response code map and the cutting face, and the pixel point, P P x , P y , which exactly mapped to the center of quick response code, is the location that the quick response code represents. The pixel point's location on the cutting face, P P x , P y , can be calculated by the following equations: It is worth noting that according to our localization methods' characteristics, we can find an interesting phenomenon called the cascade event; the localization events can connect like a chain that one handheld device can get the location from another handheld device and offer a location to the other handheld device, as shown in Figure 16 . The localization methods mentioned above offer users a way to locate cutting faces in an absolute manner. In addition, we provide a relocation method for users to do minus adjustment to the location of cutting faces in a relative manner. In the relocation method, user can use touch gestures to move o ⃑ the location of the cutting face. We designed two categories of touch gestures to move o ⃑ in different dimensions. One of the categories contains only one gesture called drag. Drag is responsible for moving o ⃑ on the u ⃑ − v ⃑ plane, as shown in Figure 17 . v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ is the moving vector, which defines the moving direction and the amount of movement. The new location of the cutting face, o new ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ , can be calculated by the following equation:
where v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ is a projected vector, which is projected from v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ to u ⃑ , and v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ is another projected vector, which is projected from v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ to v ⃑ . It is worth noting that according to our localization methods' characteristics, we can find an interesting phenomenon called the cascade event; the localization events can connect like a chain that one handheld device can get the location from another handheld device and offer a location to the other handheld device, as shown in Figure 16 . It is worth noting that according to our localization methods' characteristics, we can find an interesting phenomenon called the cascade event; the localization events can connect like a chain that one handheld device can get the location from another handheld device and offer a location to the other handheld device, as shown in Figure 16 . The localization methods mentioned above offer users a way to locate cutting faces in an absolute manner. In addition, we provide a relocation method for users to do minus adjustment to the location of cutting faces in a relative manner. In the relocation method, user can use touch gestures to move o ⃑ the location of the cutting face. We designed two categories of touch gestures to move o ⃑ in different dimensions. One of the categories contains only one gesture called drag. Drag is responsible for moving o ⃑ on the u ⃑ − v ⃑ plane, as shown in Figure 17 . v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ is the moving vector, which defines the moving direction and the amount of movement. The new location of the cutting face, o new ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ , can be calculated by the following equation:
where v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ is a projected vector, which is projected from v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ to u ⃑ , and v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ is another projected vector, which is projected from v drag ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ to v ⃑ . The localization methods mentioned above offer users a way to locate cutting faces in an absolute manner. In addition, we provide a relocation method for users to do minus adjustment to the location of cutting faces in a relative manner. In the relocation method, user can use touch gestures to move o the location of the cutting face. We designed two categories of touch gestures to move o in different dimensions. One of the categories contains only one gesture called drag. Drag is responsible for moving o on the u − v plane, as shown in Figure 17 .
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where k s is a scalar factor to control the amount of o ⃑ 's movement. k s is defined as
is the start distance between two fingers before making a gesture, and d new is the finish distance between two fingers after making a gesture. w ⃑⃑⃑ is the notation for u ⃑ × v ⃑ .
Considering user experience, it may be difficult for the user to re-access a specific cutting face with exactly the same orientation as the cutting face's, which she/he has accessed earlier. As a result, we design a function called bookmark for users to record any cutting face that she/he thinks is 
where k s is a scalar factor to control the amount of o 's movement. k s is defined as k s = d new − d old · d old is the start distance between two fingers before making a gesture, and d new is the finish distance between two fingers after making a gesture. w is the notation for u × v . Considering user experience, it may be difficult for the user to re-access a specific cutting face with exactly the same orientation as the cutting face's, which she/he has accessed earlier. As a result, we design a function called bookmark for users to record any cutting face that she/he thinks is important or interesting, which she/he may re-access the other day. The processes of storing the cutting face and retrieving the cutting face are shown in Figure 19 . If the user wants to store the current cutting face as a bookmark, the user can send a "store" signal to the server, and then, the server will record the metadata of the cutting face for the use of reconstruction and produce corresponding bookmark information. The bookmark information includes the sequence number of this new bookmark, the client ID, which indicates the owner of the cutting face, and the location of the cutting face in the 3D image. Then, if the user wants to re-access the cutting face, the user can send a "get bookmark list" signal to the server to retrieve the information of bookmarks and then select the desired bookmark to get the cutting face. corresponding bookmark information. The bookmark information includes the sequence number of this new bookmark, the client ID, which indicates the owner of the cutting face, and the location of the cutting face in the 3D image. Then, if the user wants to re-access the cutting face, the user can send a "get bookmark list" signal to the server to retrieve the information of bookmarks and then select the desired bookmark to get the cutting face. Furthermore, the user may want to put marks on cutting faces as reminders or just write notes on cutting faces to indicate some important information. Therefore, we designed another function, annotation, which allows the user to annotate directly on cutting faces. For example, if the 3D object is a medical 3D image, such as a computed tomography image, doctors may want to mark the part of the disease, and with the annotation function, doctors can easily mark it. As shown in Figure 20 , the user can touch the screen to annotate on the cutting face, and the client program will send the drawing points to the server. Then, the server will store the cutting face with annotation on it as a new bookmark. If the user wants to re-access this cutting face, the drawing points will be sent with the cutting face to the user, and the client program will rebuild the annotation by drawing a quadratic Bézier curve between each of the two points.
In our system, the information of bookmarks is open to everyone, which means users can access others' bookmarks. Therefore, users can easily share cutting faces or other information through bookmarks. The bookmark and annotation functions are implemented by cooperation of the "bookmark and annotation" module in both the client and server sides. Furthermore, the user may want to put marks on cutting faces as reminders or just write notes on cutting faces to indicate some important information. Therefore, we designed another function, annotation, which allows the user to annotate directly on cutting faces. For example, if the 3D object is a medical 3D image, such as a computed tomography image, doctors may want to mark the part of the disease, and with the annotation function, doctors can easily mark it. As shown in Figure 20 , the user can touch the screen to annotate on the cutting face, and the client program will send the drawing points to the server. Then, the server will store the cutting face with annotation on it as a new bookmark. If the user wants to re-access this cutting face, the drawing points will be sent with the cutting face to the user, and the client program will rebuild the annotation by drawing a quadratic Bézier curve between each of the two points.
In our system, the information of bookmarks is open to everyone, which means users can access others' bookmarks. Therefore, users can easily share cutting faces or other information through bookmarks. The bookmark and annotation functions are implemented by cooperation of the "bookmark and annotation" module in both the client and server sides.
In our system, the 3D object is virtual, such that user cannot see it directly, but by using a handheld device to interact with it, the user can see cutting faces of the 3D object. However, only seeing cutting faces without other information on the screen, the user cannot have a perfect idea about the positions and orientations of the cutting faces relative to the 3D object. Therefore, we provide a small map, which will permanently show on screen and real-time update the position and orientation of the cutting face relative to the 3D object. As a result, the user can easily imagine the relationship between the cutting face and the 3D object. Figure 21 gives an example of the map. This function is implemented by the mini map module in the client side.
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In our system, the information of bookmarks is open to everyone, which means users can access others' bookmarks. Therefore, users can easily share cutting faces or other information through bookmarks. The bookmark and annotation functions are implemented by cooperation of the "bookmark and annotation" module in both the client and server sides. In our system, the 3D object is virtual, such that user cannot see it directly, but by using a handheld device to interact with it, the user can see cutting faces of the 3D object. However, only seeing cutting faces without other information on the screen, the user cannot have a perfect idea about the positions and orientations of the cutting faces relative to the 3D object. Therefore, we provide a small map, which will permanently show on screen and real-time update the position and orientation of the cutting face relative to the 3D object. As a result, the user can easily imagine the relationship between the cutting face and the 3D object. Figure 21 gives an example of the map. This function is implemented by the mini map module in the client side. 
The Theoretical Result: Proof of Service
Proof of service was applied to test doctors' satisfaction with the 3D MMMIS prototype through the t-test, which tells the differences between the 3D MMMIS and traditional PC mentioned in QFD. The proof of service completed the SEE research process from service requirements inquiry, service design, service prototyping to the last stage of a business model that has been shown in Figure 1 . The present study can further strengthen the SEE methodology with this practical case and the empirical test. We developed a questionnaire; the questions were the six service requirements in Figure 2 that compared satisfaction between the 3D MMMIS and PC, for 30 doctors to test the proof of service of the 3D MMMIS. Doctors were sampled from a department of medical education of a university hospital in Taipei. Results of assessments by the t-test indicated that there was a significant increase (p < 0.05) among doctors' overall experiences (Table 1 ). Doctors gave a positive rating and high satisfaction with scores increased by 13.27% after using the 3D MMMIS. The details of service requirements revealed that five requirements, 3D medical imaging, app, consultation, communication and the doctor-patient relationship, were all significantly better than the traditional PC (p < 0.05). Only one requirement, medical imaging processing, was significantly worse than the traditional PC because of the computing and Internet speed problems. The 3D MMMIS through multiple mobile devices can help doctors' consultations and satisfaction by applying SEE. However, some challenges still need to be overcome. First, the cloud computing ability of mobile devices still suffers from the growing big data of medical image processing. Second, the concern of confidentiality and privacy in health has caused difficulty integrating with the picture archiving and communication system (PACS) and the database in hospital information system (HIS). In this study, we can tell that the 3D MMMIS applied on personal mobile devices would be a modern need for improving healthcare. More corrections and modifications based on the vision of cloud 
Proof of service was applied to test doctors' satisfaction with the 3D MMMIS prototype through the t-test, which tells the differences between the 3D MMMIS and traditional PC mentioned in QFD. The proof of service completed the SEE research process from service requirements inquiry, service design, service prototyping to the last stage of a business model that has been shown in Figure 1 . The present study can further strengthen the SEE methodology with this practical case and the empirical test. We developed a questionnaire; the questions were the six service requirements in Figure 2 that compared satisfaction between the 3D MMMIS and PC, for 30 doctors to test the proof of service of the 3D MMMIS. Doctors were sampled from a department of medical education of a university hospital in Taipei. Results of assessments by the t-test indicated that there was a significant increase (p < 0.05) among doctors' overall experiences (Table 1 ). Doctors gave a positive rating and high satisfaction with scores increased by 13.27% after using the 3D MMMIS. The details of service requirements revealed that five requirements, 3D medical imaging, app, consultation, communication and the doctor-patient relationship, were all significantly better than the traditional PC (p < 0.05). Only one requirement, medical imaging processing, was significantly worse than the traditional PC because of the computing and Internet speed problems. The 3D MMMIS through multiple mobile devices can help doctors' consultations and satisfaction by applying SEE. However, some challenges still need to be overcome. First, the cloud computing ability of mobile devices still suffers from the growing big data of medical image processing. Second, the concern of confidentiality and privacy in health has caused difficulty integrating with the picture archiving and communication system (PACS) and the database in hospital information system (HIS). In this study, we can tell that the 3D MMMIS applied on personal mobile devices would be a modern need for improving healthcare. More corrections and modifications based on the vision of cloud medical imaging processing for healthcare could be done as Figure 22 . The application of mobile devices combined with the techniques of medical image processing, the 3D MMMIS, is a practical service innovation that can benefit clinic consultations. 
Conclusions
SSMED encourages value co-creation through interdisciplinary collaboration to solve problems for a better life. In this study, the knowledge and methodology of SSMED were applied to construct the 3D MMMIS following the trend of using mobile devices to help doctors' requirements of medical 
SSMED encourages value co-creation through interdisciplinary collaboration to solve problems for a better life. In this study, the knowledge and methodology of SSMED were applied to construct the 3D MMMIS following the trend of using mobile devices to help doctors' requirements of medical image processing in their diagnosis and treatment. Our prototype combined with the services of the mobile app, medical imaging and cloud platform, the first product and service in using multiple mobile devices, can help consultation and communication, and the doctor-patient relationship would benefit wellness. An obvious gap between telemedicine and doctors was closed by this study. Direct application in the clinical situation could be worthy of expectation. SEE was applied to explore the satisfaction of users, which can strengthen the methodology of SSMED for the theoretical contribution. The service prototype was constructed to prove the service of the 3D MMMIS, which can enhance the ICT application in the healthcare industry for practical contributions. Results show that doctors are satisfied with our prototype of the 3D MMMIS, which is ready for the next stage of a business model. Conclusions are that the proposed the 3D MMMIS could be helpful for future healthcare industries and human's wellness.
